
I am approaching a restaurant where a friend is getting married. I actually forgot to bring the cake and ask my best friend for the keys of the scooter he borrowed from me. I then start driving down a mountain but it is very steep and the car in front of me goes too slow to turn off the engine.

I am in my mountain neighbour's house peeing in the toilette and realize that it has just been renovated. As I wonder how much money they spent I pee outside. I then use toilette paper to clean the pee and go to the living room where the people of the village have decided to go to a restaurant.

I am in a small city up north and start skating up hill. It is much bigger than I thought and I stop at a junction to film. I actually reach a small mountain covered with a textile and I start climbing it even if I am still wearing my skates. As I reach the top I realize that it is a sailing boat.

I am in front of a game room observing the kids playing. One of them seems to get upset with me but I manage to walk pass him and end up in a small clinic run by an Asian doctor. I have no reason to be there but she gives me an envelope with my medical insurance tag and a driver license.

I am waiting for my Polish friend outside a church and inspect the car of a woman going to a funeral. I don't find a cadaver inside and just go to a cafe. I ask for some tap water but the bartender wants me to pay for it. I put all my coins on the counter where maybe another costumer put his.

I am attending a big television show with a presenter asking the public who they think they look like. One person from the audience says to ask someone younger and the presenter asks a guy seating in the back. The latter actually says that he looks like me and everyone agrees including me.

I am watching a group of black people dancing with traditional clothes. I then also decide to dance with them and get in the middle of a circle they are making. As I do so I realize that there is already a main dancer in the middle and he pauses to make an announcement to ask for donations.

I am in the backseat of an old car holding my small son. In the front seat there is a man eating chips but he is getting mad and I remove the chips from him. He then starts driving backward crashing his car against another. I then tell him to drive forward and we end up in a parking garage. 

I am in my relatives' old villa celebrating the baptism of my kids. As I tell my mother it is the last time she sees my kids she actually tries to hug the oldest. I then try to pull her away but see that my uncle giving a shot to the youngest. I get on him and hold his arm until he drops the syringe. 

I am on a plane flying over the north American city where I used to live. It is night outside and I realize that my former boss is also on the plane. He wonders how I can fly with so little luggage. I actually don't have any but lay to him and say that I have a full backpack in the overhead locker.

I am on a walking path going downhill and decide to start watching a movie putting my laptop on the handrail. A girl decides to do the same and I tell her that it I fine as long as she doesn't touch my power socket. As she sets up her laptop I actually offer her to plug her adapter in my socket.

I am seating in a church by the altar and my stepfather shows me a fresco with religious figures being very small. As he explains me about them the old family priest asks to help him with some cleaning. He then takes me down to the crypt where the organ above makes the ceiling vibrate.

I am searching on the Internet for a criminal case and find a presentation by my stepfather. It shows slides of my mother going through a rehabilitation process and becoming a child. She is quite ugly but I suddenly see riding a newly born horse and I actually start thinking she is cute.

I am walking with an old man down an alley of a small city. He then tells me how people get completely blocked in seeing the nature around it due to all the modern infrastructures. I actually find very little infrastructures and can see the hills filled with trees but do not try to contradict him.

I am with my best friend and our former classmates next to a lake. It is actually very hot outside and he goes under the roof of an abandoned building to protect himself. It is still too hot and he finally decides to jump in the water. I also follow him and find that it is very fresh and cold.

I am at a ski resort with my best friend and we look at the weather forecast to decide when to spend the day skiing there. There are a lot of sunny days to come and we decide to get back in the morning. I then warn my best friend that the last time I skied was many years ago with him.

I am in our Dutch house with our Chilean neighbour doing the dishes. She actually starts washing my iron pot and I tell her that I do not use water to clean it but oil. She then tells me that oil is very polluting and I just wipe the water off while she talks about her new job in a chemistry lab.

I am in the office of a European deputy and start telling him about the issues with my art installation in the Italian alps. He then tells me to go straight to the point but then he shows me a documentary about my mountain village. I am actually in it explaining my installation to the public.

I am at my girlfriend's workplace celebrating Christmas and I ask her where are the students attending the advance study programme. She then shows me that they are still working in a classroom. I go there and realize that my American artist friend is re-engineer with them an old photo boot.

I am in an apartment trying to sleep when I hear someone trimming. I then go out in the terrace and see that it is the hunter who is fighting against my installation. He actually wants to talk to me but keeps the trimmer on and I cannot hear what he says. I then go back to bed but he comes in.

I am on a street with two other men when a young boy arrives with some small watermelons. I offer him one coin for one but also want a normal melon with it. I then realize he is a gypsy and just content myself of the watermelon but one of the men with me offer him a bill worth twenty coins.

I am walking on a road at night and find a group of artists. Among them I recognize an old friend. He is tall and as I hug him I realize that my Norwegian friend is also there. I hug him with more enthusiasm and realize that he is even taller. I then look at them dancing with their girlfriends.

I am walking on a road in the German countryside and see some nice graffiti on the wall. I try to photograph them but hear someone. I then run further and realize that it is a whole city built with plywood by graffiti artists. One of them is there and she gives me the permission to move forward.

I am in a mall with an old friend and ask him to hold my camera so that I can be filmed walking towards me. He is actually busy with a girl and I just put the camera on a bench. As I get ready to film I realize that my Polish friend is there and together we check a shop selling toys for a circus.

I am on a ferry on a journey across a sea. I am actually seating next to two men talking about a new Canadian ferry. One of them says that it is very similar to the American ferry but they shouldn't be confused. I then try to look at it outside the window but it is too dark and we start going fast.

I am walking in a German city and reach the park where I am renting a room. I then inform the owner that I have arrived but he doesn't see me. I actually realize that I still have to walk to a side road and should be able to find a yellow house there. I do so and find many similar yellow houses.

I am in a bar and realize that I can pick some free food. I then get some skewers but realize that the chicken meat is raw. I see someone walking downstairs to cook them and follow him. He is actually a Turkish soldier and I assume that he has just returned from the from but he did not.

I am walking in my parents' city and find one area I have never explored before. It leads to a small square and there is even a crowded market. I think of calling my girlfriend to join me but then think it could be too boring for her. I actually get in a road with many shops she would like to check.

I am in front of my former Ukrainian colleague's apartment. He just defended his thesis and I call him out to ask him how it went. He doesn't look good and his clothes are not so elegant as I expected. I ask if he was able to withstand all the questions and he confirms but I don't believe him.

I am with an old classmate walking around her family villa. I can see the neighbour villa and realize that it is only the copy of a castle. As I enter my classmate's villa I realize that it is the copy of a pyramid and her brother shows me how their father is running a national security agency inside.

I am in a parking lot of a German city and get a ride by two Italian tourists. One of them is seating in the trunk with a local girl and I actually feel that she is touching my hand. I then make her understand that we should be left alone and ask the Italian seating next to her for a pizza place.

I am in a high school waiting to join a big party. I then hear the rector announcing it and I get in the gym where everyone is carrying a heavy chair. They start playing music very loud and I decide to place the chair with a group of people in the front of the stage but I am told to move to the side.

I am with my dead aesthetic professor walking in an underground laboratory. It seems deserted but she takes me I her own lab where two of her assistants are working. She then wants me to show the lungs of a dead small pig and I pretend like I have never seen it vivisected but I already did.

I am in a meeting with the politicians of my mountain village. They are discussing my project when the president of the hunters community start saying that I should consider the fact that I will be building my installation in a degenerated area. He then claims that it was made so by the leftists.

I am with my girlfriend checking a school for my daughter. As we try to look inside one of the classrooms I realize that two kids are using a scissor to cut the pacifier my small son is sucking. I then take the kids by the arms and bring them to their teacher who gives me two new pacifiers.

I am in my mountain village standing on top of a big pile of cow manure looking for a car jack . My girlfriend is peeing right below it and I notice that she has a snake around her neck. It is a big one and I tell her to kill it and she start beating the head against a wall but she is too weak. 

I am with my girlfriend walking at night to our car parked on an street. As unlock it I realize that there are four Bulgarian men behind it and they enter inside to steal our bags. I then run after one and beg him to leave me my laptop. He does so but then I realize that I also have my passport. 

I am in a school talking to two American exchange students. I explain to them everything about the school and they seem very helpful although they are about to go back to their country. I then tell them that I am helping them because I am also about to leave for a central American country.

I am with my spiritual friend walking in a city and see some old fliers glued to the wall. I then feel them with my hands and tell my friend that I am thinking to use the same technique for my installation. He agrees but I actually feel that my hands are very grease for the glue that has not dried.

I am in my mountain village and go to my old neighbour to greet her. It has been a long time we haven't seen each other and when I open her door I realize there is a small girl. I then wonder whose daughter it is and realize that it is the house of a southern Italian researchers living up north.

I am in an apartment with an old cousin who has cooked the spinach gnocchi I gave her with bacon. I then seat at the table to eat them while she keeps on the sofa with her small kid. I ask her how she feels and she tells me that her company is doing bad and she can only work part time.

I am walking in a neighborhood when I see a man catching a bird standing on the fence of his house. I then try to look what he does to him and realize that he is a hunter. He actually gets his riffle out and I start running across a park. As he starts shooting I make a sudden turn to the left.

I am following my architect biking to my native mountains where we now plan to set up my installation. As we reach the top of the highland we meet a man with his son. The latter starts greeting me and I realize that he must have been a former classmate but he is now too fat to recognize.

I am working on my installation in the mountains and see a snake. As I look at it running away I realize that my hunter neighbour is standing at the border. I then walk to him and he begs me to wait six more months before I start to build the installation as they first need to build a sewer.  

I am at university attending the lecture of a German art critic. He actually needs to project some slides and I start building a small screen for him. I manage to feel a plastic envelop with sand but when I put it on the table it melts down into a small sleeping puppet that the critic really likes.

I am in the waiting room of a big building when I see the mayor of my mountain village arriving. I then realize we are supposed to have dinner together and go quickly upstairs to fetch my family. I also take my daughter baby chair but realize that it is full of pees and empty it in the sink.

I am in my parents' place when I see my stepfather talking on the phone to a landscape architect. The latter has just been reviewing the impact of my installation in the mountains. He wants to talk to me about the invoice I paid but my stepfather tells me that I have dishonored the family.

I am with my old friends walking to a party and I show one of them the two sunglasses that I have. One of them is an old model and the other is brand new. The former is actually very heavy and I can feel my nose hurting. I try to tell this to my friend but he says that I look better on them.

I am with two classmate and join the students of a new class. They are actually all laying in one big bed and there is no space for us. We then propose to sleep on the floor next to them and they only tell us to shut the curtains. We get undressed and I quickly manage to shut all of the curtains.

I am looking at a map to check where my spiritual friend and his friend will be traveling. They are actually going in to two different Asian countries. They are very far but the I realize that the North American continent is almost attached to the European continent and I could visit my father.

I am watching a television program about some farmers in a small Italian village. I think that they are going to talk about some local initiative and try to find out who is the presenter so that I can tell him about my own initiative. As the first farmer gets interviewed I hear him only complaining.

I am in our Dutch village with a neighbour and the German based film director I collaborate with. We then take her out to see the city and I show her part of the medieval wall. As it suddenly ends and we have to cross though a private home to go to the other side and see the old city center.

I am in a classroom with two other girls talking with each other. As I try to listen to their conversation I do one of my daily drawings. I am supposed to execute it quite fast but as I look at it I realize that it is a very detailed medieval scene with part of a dragon emerging from the left bottom. 

I am walking up a street with my girlfriend when I see my Polish friend walking down. He has long curly hairs and I go to hug him. I am actually carrying a hot bottle for my son and he asks my girlfriend about him. I want to update each other on our art projects but he keeps talking about kids.

I am seating in a toilette poohing but don't manage. I am actually supposed to meet up with a Turkish girl who wants to make love with me. I then worry that I am too old and I won't even manage to get an erection. I try to jerk off but I don't feel any excitement and my penis is anyway too soft.

I am at a conference listening to a professional cook presenting his story. He then shows a video shot with two drones of him walking on the ocean. As I look more carefully I realize that he is walking on a road flooded with a little bit of water. As he keeps walking the road becomes all dry.

I am in a small cafe when the waiter tells me to stay still. I do so and he removes a bubo from my neck. He then shows me that it is filled with a liquid four parasites have been sucking from my spine. He then carefully observes one of the parasites and searches on the Internet what it is.

I am at a party with my old friends but I have to look after my daughter. I realize that my best friend is also playing alone with his daughter. I try to go and play with them but my daughter can only speak Dutch and they are not able to understand her. They then keep playing by themselves.

I am with my son seating on a sidewalk when a group of students comes standing in front of us. As the teacher explains them about the building behind us one of them gives us a miniature history book. Another one also gives us a miniature book about a famous street artist but wants it back.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house with a famous Swedish environmentalist. As a friend leaves she asks me what I am hiding from her. I then tell her that I do not want to attack her with all my arguments. She then comes against me and I start caressing her belly until my friend returns. 

I am in the veranda of an old friend talking to a musician. We discuss about the kind of music we like and I expect him to talk about classic music. He is trained to play acoustic guitar but suddenly starts talking about an heavy metal band playing only electric guitars and we listen to it.

I am in a kitchen with my old mountain neighbour and show him how a man and I are attaching rifles on our legs. We are about to inspect the hunting ground above my installation but the neighbour tells me that only one riffle is sufficient. We then walk up there to take some measurements.

I am with my family skiing down a slope and realize that my daughter has never skied but she is very good. She can actually make all the curves by herself and even stops just before the fence at the bottom of the slope. I then wonder why younger kids have to struggle so much learning to ski.

I am on a cruise ready to start a journey in the Mediterranean sea. As the boat goes up straight I realize that I realize that I will be filmed continuously. As an old friend comes to talk to me I imagine that I also have a camera on myself and let him tell me about all his issues working on the boat.

I am following my stepfather to a basement of a house in my native village. Inside we meet a lady who tells us of a book she is reading about two brothers. They were both artists and the lady shows my stepfather their paintings. They are actually beautiful labyrinths with many knights. 

I am driving to a military base with my sister and she drops me off inside where there are soldiers parading. The Italian president shows me the way to go inside but I end up in an old bathroom. I actually find a door but it takes me to another bathroom that looks even more abandoned. 

I am in a city hall ready to register myself. It is my turn but no one calls me. As I look at the many desks there I realize that they are subdivided in alphabetical order that should correspond to last names. I then go to the one corresponding to mine but the lady also needs to register my kids.

I am at a dinner with some relatives and make sure that the sound of my phone is off. As I do so the relative next to me hands me a dessert and I start eating it without even looking what it is. It tastes like ice-cream and try to look at it but get another plate from my relative with some cakes.

I am running in the night using my phone to see where I am going. I cannot see much but I understand that I am in a forest about to cross a bridge. As I get on the opposite side I see that I have reached my mountain village. I see the expensive car of a family friend and decide to keep running.

I am driving with a boy and a girl to the dunes but end up on top of a beach. We then take a small walk along the cliff and I find a path used by people to ski down to the water. As we walk further I find another path that is less steep. I then run down alone and dive in the cold ocean water.

I am in a room with many students seating on some big steps. Across the room I can see a native American starring at me. As I imagine that he might also think I am a native American another native American comes seating right in front of me. He is actually too close and I have to move. 

I am with a guy in an empty stadium and looking at two Russian players training hockey. One of them shoot the puck too hard and it flies on a seat next to us. I then realize that many seats have a puck on top and they are liquorice rolls. The guy with me starts eating one but it has some mold.

I am with a relative showing me their field on a hill. He tells me how he is going to divide it in five parts so that all his five children can have a place where to build their own villas. He complains that it was very hard to get the permissions but I realize that they will destroy the landscape.

I am sharing a taxi with a young Italian politician who tells me he has even lived abroad. I then tell him that I have been abroad most of my life and list him all the countries where I lived. He is really impressed and wants me to have dinner with him. I agree even though I have another meeting.

I am in an empty shop looking for different paper for my drawings. I enter a dark room and the owner turns the light on. I then find a nice transparent paper and see that it is rather cheap. I want to buy it but the owner starts showing me how it is only used to transfer already existing symbols.

I am with my girlfriend watching a football match between our two countries. Her country actually scores a third goal and I tell her that my country is done for but she tells me that anything can happen. As she says so a player from my country manages to score with a ball about to go out.

I am on a boat with my spiritual friend telling me about an Italian film director. As he concludes that she is too wasted we reach a little island with a hostel. In front of it there is a book showing how there used to be a beautiful city there. I want to see the ruins but nothing of it remains.

I am in a big supermarket and see two kids playing with big wooden darts. It is quite dangerous and hide around the corner where I find some beautiful wigs. I wear a black one and look like a very pretty girl. I then invite the kids to walk with me on the beach so that they can calm down. 

I am in a German village where my Russian friend now lives. All the houses have been rebuilt in a modern style after the Americans have bombed everything to the ground. As I wait for my friend in front of his house I realize that the building on the other side must have been an old theater.

I am in a university and see my Polish friend walking outside even though it is raining. I then follow him and try to greet him but a girl approaches him. She asks him how to get to his department and he tells her to go to the entrance all the way to the opposite side of the building. 

I am in a tribunal and realize that I am carrying fireworks with me. I then try to get out of it as soon as possible and walk down a long staircase. It is very steep and at the end of it there is a big table standing on the side. It blocks my way and two guards just tell me to jump but I make it fall.

I am walking in a city with my daughter on the shoulders. I am actually looking for a place where I can buy a sharpener for her and find a shop that is shutting down selling all its supplies. We then go inside but I see that they have very little left and ask for a children eraser but get a fancy one.

I am in our Dutch house bathroom doing the laundry in the dark. I just got contacted by a producer who is wondering about the documentary I wanted to make about my installation in the mountains. I have blocked the film maker who was interested to shoot it and think to unblock her.

I am in a big elevator with an old man. There are actually some kids bothering two girls and he tells them off. As the elevator reaches the ground level the girls come shaking hand with the old man. They also want to shale my hand by I am holding a walking stick and they leave disappointed. 

I am in front of our Dutch house with an Albanian friend. She is actually a famous pianist but shows me how she can even replace our car tires. She manages to lift the front of the car and I help her opening a lid of the engine. She then fills it with carrot marmalade from my native town.

I am driving through a glacier with my girlfriend and her mother. As we are almost at the end of it my girlfriend makes her mind up and tells me to drop her off so that she can see it. I do so but then look on my phone and realize that she should walk on a loop to the south and not to the north.

I am in an apartment with a Canadian guy annoyed of all the noise made by an English artist in the apartment next door. It is only a baby crying but he anyway start hitting a door. I then show him how he is still in our apartment and has to go out into a corridor to hit the neighbour's door.

I am with my girlfriend looking at a map of a Dutch beach. She used to go there when she was little and tells me how some maps didn't even show the beach as it is often underwater. We actually cross a bridge to go there and try to take a bath but the water is too cold and the waves too strong.

I am in a park with a boy getting a blood transfusion. It is too hot and I start putting an umbrella to protect him but a guy uses it as a goal to play soccer. I then start holding his ear to make him move away but he doesn't and I pull his ear so hard that he gets with his knees on the ground.

I am in a small town fighting against an invading army coming from the sea. We are actually very few soldiers left but an army comes from the inland to fight with us. I then get reassured that we will push the enemy back but the army general tells me that they will only intervene if necessary.

I am at an airport with an old friend showing me pictures of him in an African beach interacting with the locals. They are all swimming and seem happy but as we walk on a corridor to another terminal he tells me that he only travels there to fuck beautiful black girls. I then don't want to go.

I am walking with my daughter up a hill and realize that she is very quiet. I then look at her and see that she his bleeding from small dots all over her face. I manage to get in a cafe and use a napkin to clean her but then see on the local newspaper that there is an outbreak of chickenpox. 

I am in front of the villa of a former Swedish colleague throwing cardboard pieces through the gate. I have actually written some research questions on them and he comes out but he steps on them and doesn't see them. I then step in but his wife gets upset that I entered their private property.

I am driving on a road and follow a sign to the right. As I do so I realize that there is another sign telling me that it is a one way street going in the opposite direction. I actually see a cop standing on the side of the road and tell him about the two different signs but he wants to give me a fine.

I am in a mountain shelter with my old friends. One of them shows me a movie on his phone and I see a beautiful girl. As I joke that I also want to know her I see that he is snorkeling in a Yugoslavian river together with her. The water is very transparent but too swallow to fully dive into.

I am at a restaurant with my daughter. She is actually very hungry and I ask the host if I can give her the dessert. She then points at a shelf where I find a small blue dish. As I finally go to my daughter the host asks me to get her a red dish and I have to get back to the shelf to check for one.

I am on a small beach with my spiritual friends and other travelers. We are getting ready for the night and he suggests to keep it clos4 to the sea but a girl replies that it I less windy away from it. I actually have back problems and decide to go in the middle of the beach where the sand is softer.

I am in the living room of our Dutch house checking my son's phone. He is actually in touch with my Italian family and I play an audio recording from my sister's husband. He is talking about my stepsister new boyfriend who is from the south but votes for a secessionist party for the north.

I am outside a small newspaper shop with my daughter and decide to buy her a children magazine. As we go inside I realize that there are actually two small shops selling the same kind of newspapers. I first check the one at the very end but then decide to go for the one by the entrance.

I am walking in a big city with my girlfriend and see a billboard with a new ebook reader. It has some nice buttons on each side to turn the pages and they can even recognize the user's finger tip. My girlfriend doesn't like but I want to check it and climb the shelves of a shop but can't reach it.


